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        April 3 Demo 

On April 3, Wayne Petrini gave a great demo on a 
bowl with handles.  It involved multi axis turning to 
create an oblong shape which are the ‘handles’. 
After shaping the outside of the bowl and making a 
tenon, two holes 1” off center in each direction are 	      

	 	   	 	 drilled for the drive  spur to set in. Then a rim is 	 	
	 	 	 	 turned from each offset and the bowl re-centered 	 	
	 	 	 	 and finished shaping and hollowing. 
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Save the Date 
The Symposium the year will 
feature Sam Angelo, a prolific 
turner from Wyoming, on Sat. 
Sept. 7 and Sun Sept 8, 2019. 
Details will be posted as they 
become available. 
     
Sam Angelo can be seen on 
numerous videos on 
youtube.com

          Beads of Courage 

Thanks to all who made boxes 
for  the Beads of Courage 
program.  This will be an 

ongoing program because it is 
for such an important cause. 
Members  are encouraged to 

make a box or boxes to donate 

ONE GOOD TURN 
 Meetings: First Tuesday of the Month  6:30PM  Demos: Third Saturday 12:30PM 

         Great Falls Fire Training Station  1900 9th Street South  Great Falls MT 59405   

http://youtube.com
http://youtube.com
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Thanks Wayne, for the great demo. 
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April 20 Demo 

At the April 20 meeting, Sam 
demonstrated tri-corner bowl.
The blank is mounted between 
two cup centers and a tenon is 
shaped on one end.  After shaping the 
bowl, it is mounted in a chuck to shape 
and hollow out the inside.

Using a jig to size the tenon  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Sam’s Demo 

Demonstrators Wanted


Looking at the following list, we have 
demonstrators lined up for the next two 
months. The club will not meet in July , 
but after the Club picnic, demonstrators 
are needed to fill out the calendar for the 
remainder fo the year. Please consider 

doing a demo fro the club.  There are 31 
members but only 7or 8 people volunteer  
to do most of the demos.  Everyone has 
something to offer the club . If you have 

turned a project , you have a demo. If you 
have made a jig to make some aspect of 
turning easier, you have a demo. Even 
beginning turners can do a demo, And if 
you do not want to present alone, you 

can co- demonstrate with another turner. 
Sign up sheets will be available at the 

meetings 
We need new people to step up. 

PLEASE. 
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Great Falls Woodturners Club  
Meeting/Demo 2019 Schedule 
  
May 7 – Meeting/Demo - 
Chuck Kuether 

May 18 - Demo - Jay Eklund 

June 4 – Meeting/Demo – 
Randy Setzer 

June 15 - Saw DustSession 

Bring your project to work on 

Instant Gallery


           

Gordon Heikens

     Ed Austin

              Ed Austin

               Roger Wayman
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            Roger Wayman

                Ben and Terry Hill 1

                                            Roger Wayman

Ben and Terry Hill

Ben and Terry Hill 2 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The Lighter Side of a Darker Subject
Chuck Kuether sent this to me and wanted to share with everyone. He was requested to 
turn an urn for his brother - in - law,  so doing it in the usual Kuether way,  it had to be 
‘different’. Along with the usual brass threaded lid, it also includes some custom features not 
found in most urns.  See the explanation at the end.
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December 24, 2018 

OK, Bud, here it is—Your HOME AWAY FROM HOME! 
      i.e., your custom-fashioned funerary urn, as requested. 

      This urn is delivered with a strong request that you not  
      exercise occupation any sooner than absolutely required. 
  
I’ve tried to make your home as comfortable as possible. 
The urn’s security lid requires several revolutions to open it;   
that means added quiet and safety.  

In addition, I’ve included “deep pile” carpet 
so that you can go around barefoot,  
keeping your feet warm and comfortable.   
Of course the carpet incorporates the logo  
of your favorite team, the Green Bay Packers. 
As an owner, you can take them with you! 

I’ve included, at no extra cost, an appropriate 
and relaxing armchair so that you can view  
your favorite TV shows on the much sought-after 
latest in high definition flat-screen miniature TV.  

Last but not least, you will notice two special 
blackout windows allowing you to look out, 
enjoy the view, but maintain complete privacy. 

This urn is the latest model in this series.  Its features 
include complete portability; and with its wide base 
for stability, there is no need for the use of a cane.   

This vessel is completely comfort controlled— 
no worry about winter drafts or dust or rain. 
All property taxes have been paid in advance 
so you will have perpetually LOW operating costs. 

Thank you for selecting my personalized manufacture 
for your urn.  I have been enjoying imagining you 
in a better world, while your earthly remains  
are at peace—along with pleasant diversions.  

I hope you will enjoy your new home—BUT PLEASE 
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hold off as long as possible before exercising occupancy! 
 
Chuck 
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